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As its name indicates, it works 
great on sandy conditions thanks 
to its unique paddle design, but 
also has great performance in mx 
tracks.

The V-block design provides 
remarkable traction, drive, and 
handling when riding in the 
sandiest or muddiest conditions. 
The unique shoulder block is 
designed to further enhance 
cornering grip.

PIVOTRAX 
            SAND TIREAP102

FRONT REAR

Our AP102 application is for the weekend 
warriors, so we designed an intermediate 
compound that could cover most terrains, 
except hard, steep and root-covered. 

For grip, since we adopted an intermediate 
compound on the tread, we also made the 
tread’s bottom body a bit wide with a low-
aspect ratio for better handling. Riders 
could lower air pressure to increase 
surface contact.

There are too many factors that contribute 
to wear duration, so the way we help is to 
provide an even wearing setup (from top 
to crown we have more contact of nub) 
and provide 3mm heavy duty tube with 
better support. If you join a mx race, we 
advise to adopt thinner tube and make 
sure the tire has higher air pressure.

PIVOTRAX AP102

AP102 INTERMEDIATE TERRAIN TIRE

Size F/R Pattem Load/Speed 
Index

O.D. S.W. Tread 
Depth Max 

PSI(inch) (inch) (mm)
110/100-18 R AP102 64M 27.1 4.6 15.4 33

120/90-18 R AP102 65M 27.1 4.4 15.3 33

140/80-18 R AP102 70M 27.8 5.3 12.5 33

110/90-19 R AP102 62M 27.5 4.1 15.4 33

100/90-19 R AP102 57M 27.1 4.0 15.3 33

80/100-21 F AP102 51M 27.6 3.0 11.4 33

90/90-21 F AP102 54M 28.1 3.2 11 33

PIVOTRAX SAND TIRE

Size F/R Pattem Load/Speed 
Index

O.D. S.W. Tread Depth
Max PSI

(inch) (inch) (mm)
110/90-19 R SAND 62M 27.7 4.0 18.6 33



Pivotrax couldn’t be complete 
without tires for mini bikes aka 
pit bikes. Our mini tires have an 
optimum void ratio that provides 
outstanding balance and grip. 
They have a flexible and durable 
tire carcass made for multiple 
terrains. 

10" front 12" rear and 14" front 
sizes available. Both front and 
rear tires have different patterns 
for maximum performance. Fits 
On Honda,  Kawasaki,  Suzuki,  
Yamaha, Apollo, Coolster...

PIVOTRAX MINI TIRE

MINI TIRE

PIVOTRAX MINI TIRE

Size F/R Pattem Load/Speed 
Index

O.D. S.W.
Max PSI

(inch) (inch)

2.50-10 F S1521 33J 15.3 2.8 33

2.50-12(60/100-12) F S1521 33J 17.2 2.5 33

70/100-14 F S1521 37M 20 3 33

2.75-10 R S1522 40J 15 3.2 33

80/100-12 R S1522 50M 18.8 3.7 33



A flat tire can ruin your day… or worst. With 3mm thick synthetic rubber 
(Butyl) that absorbs shocks, bumps and hollows our heavy duty tubes 
are perfect for your tires. Jump into the adventure with our puncture and 
pinch-resistant tire tubes that brag seamless construction, designed 
specifically for motocross and off-road use. For the moments when you 
can’t and won’t say “NO” to the track in front of you, these are the tire 
tubes you need.

HEAVY DUTY TUBES

2.50/2.75-10  
2.50/2.75-14 
70/100-17 
90/100-14  

90/90-21 
100/90-19
110/90-19
110/100-18

MINI HEAVY DUTY TUBES

HEAVY DUTY TUBES





PIVOTRAX PIVOTRAX 
       ACCESSORIES       ACCESSORIES

BE PREPARED

Another must-have on your garage. 
This tire install tool fits for most dirt 
bike, pit bike, MX Motocross, and 
any motorcycle rim with spokes.  PA 
6 Glass Fibre Reinforced - Made of 
highly durable and light PA 6 + GF 
30% to avoid scratching the rim while 
tire installation. It is used to work the 
tires onto the rim, hook over spoke, 
and set inside the rim to push the tire 
bead down. Now you are done.

Changing your tires doesn’t have to be 
hard anymore.
The round edges that don’t damage the 
tires. The curved body that provides 
better leverage. The anti-slip feature 
that won’t make you mess things up. 
All of those together in this 15” Tire 
Mount/Demount Curved Iron helps you 
change your tires minus the frustration. 
This high-quality drop-forged steel 
tire iron will be your best bud when 
changing tires.

Not because it’s small, doesn’t mean 
it’s insignificant. Never endanger 
yourself riding with a bottomed-out 
tire and prevent damages on your 
tire, inner tube, and rim. Our valve 
cap built-in core remover has an 
easy-grip function for hassle-free 
removal and installation of standard 
core valves in greasy, muddy, 
and oily conditions. High-quality 
aluminum 6061, available in red and 
blue, perfect to match your ride. 

BEAD BUDDY

TIRE IRONS

VALVE CAPS



NEW IN PIVOTRAXNEW IN PIVOTRAX
SPROCKET BOLTS 

SPOKE WRENCH TOOL

RIM LOCK

Strong, heat-treated 10.9 grade bolts 
and nuts with a durable, corrosion-
resistant, nickel-plated finish. Before 
every ride - EVERY RIDE - tighten to 
spec. Get your torque wrench and 
tighten. In case you forget to check 
the bolts before EVERY RIDE, fasten 
the bolts in using Blue Loctite. That 
should keep them lock tight for a 
while.
Available sizes: 30MM, 32MM, 34MM

Another must-have. S45C-medium 
strength steel, high-quality made 
and durable Spoke Wrench Tool. 
With an interchangeable iron wrench 
and multiple joint sizes (From 5.2 
mm to 6.8 mm). Which helps you 
switch the size more efficiently and 
more conveniently than before. This 
wrench tool is suitable for most 
brands of motorcycles, motorbikes 
and dirt bikes.

Made of Die Cast Aluminum and 
Rubber. Aluminum die-cast parts 
are corrosion resistant, have good 
stiffness and strength-to-weight 
ratio. Rubber could prevent the 
abrasion of the inner tubes. With 
rim locks you are able to lower the 
tire pressure substantially without 
risk of spinning a tube (as it’s 
called). Perfect for off-road vehicles, 
motorcycles and any application 
using low tire pressure. 
Available sizes: 
1.60"_1.40"/1.85"/2.15"/ 2.5".



Born from Apexway Products Corp., a Taiwanese firm with 
40+ years of experience on the tire and accessories industry, 
PIVOTRAX was created with one main goal in mind:

-To help you get ready, whenever you want to ride.

Preparation is the key to success: training, hard work, and 
good equipment. We want to support you behind every 
race, every adventure and every time you ride, so that you 
become the best riding version of yourself.

Whenever you cross a river, climb a hill, have a race or a 
jump, you can trust us to help you cross further, climb higher 
and race faster.

We provide reliable products so that you can focus on your 
riding while we take care of the rest for you. “Daring is what 
you want to be. Prepare is what we want to do for you”

“Be Prepared, Go Define Daring”

Address:1440 N HARBOR BLVD. 
STE. #900 FULLERTON, CA

Email: support@pivotrax.com

pivotrax_moto pivotraxmotopivotrax

Our website :


